
SiCRON is a leading manufacturer of machine bases, guards,  
frames and complete automation platforms and enclosures. Whether you’re looking for a steel profile  
system or cobot support, our product line offers complete solutions. Available in standard configurations 
or modified to meet the specific needs of your application.

YOUR PARTNER IN AUTOMATION 
PLATFORMS & SUPPORTS

Machine Bases & Frames 
Three standard series are available to fit a variety of different applications. 
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Automation Series

Each series is available as  
a base only, base with guard  
and guard with upper enclosure.

The most durable SiCRON frame

Production Series

Industrial Series

SiCRON’s bestselling frame is built with flexibility in mind

Production  
Series 

An economical, multi-purpose  
machine platform

Constructed from 3” x 3” and 2” x 2” welded tubular steel—the ideal  
platform for applications that require a stable frame design.

Available in multiple standard configurations and  
can be customized upon request.

Constructed from 2” x 2” welded tubular steel base construction for light 
to medium duty automation applications. 

Laser and light controlled guard package available. 

Constructed from 3” x 3” welded tubular steel 
making it ideal for medium duty machinery  
type applications. 

Available in 15 standard footprint sizes and 3 
frame heights. 

Frame-only or as a complete machine platform 
with sheet metal lower panels and  
guard package.

Industrial  
Series

Automation  
Series

Automated Robotic Assembly—We regulary  
modify our product line to meet the specific  
needs of our customer’s application.



SiCRON is a leader in machine bases and 
platforms for automation applications such 
as robotics, laser operations, assembly and 
other uses. Standard and custom designs in 
steel or stainless steel are available  
— all with competitive lead times.

System Integrators 
By starting your projects with a
frame, base, guard or complete  
platform from SiCRON, you can  
focus more resources on your core 
value add. SiCRON works with small 
to large system integrators and  
custom machine builders.

Equipment OEMs
SiCRON can modify one of  
our existing designs or create  
a design that meets your  
specifications. SiCRON supplies  
platforms to equipment OEM’s  
who service the semiconductor,  
data storage, medical device,  
pharmaceutical, and other  
market sectors.

End-users
Companies who have internal  
machine build groups can benefit 
from the use of SiCRON bases  
and automation platforms by  
having a single source,  
single part number for  
weldments, tooling plates,  
sheet metal, automation  
components, etc.

a BRAAS Company

OUR CUSTOMERS

A FASTER WAY  
TO AUTOMATE
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Cobot Supports 
Collaborative robot (cobot) support products are built to improve task 
efficiency and increase flexibility. Cobot tending and assembly  
platforms include bases, benches, pedestals and operator stations.  
SiCRON also offers a full line of cobot accessories to help you get 
more out of your application.

AUTOMOTIVE

Industries We Serve 

CONSUMER
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FOOD
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